The Listening Circle Activity

1. Listen to pieces from *Creative Afternoons*. As you listen to the music, write the name of the piece under the temperament that you feel best describes the music on the My Listening Circle page.

2. Listen to several other different pieces from the CD.

3. Identify songs that either match the temperament or that are the opposite temperament of those you identified for the pieces by Lully, Purcell, and Couperin in step one.

4. Write the name of the piece under the same or opposite temperament.

*Extra Activity*

On a separate sheet, select two to four adjectives and draw pictures or figures that best represent the thoughts evoked by the temperaments.

Name: ____________________________________________
My Listening Circle

- Happy
- Sad
- Energetic
- Calm
- Patriotic
- Surprised
- Funny
- Excited
- Tender
- Serious